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Abstract

Aspect-based sentiment analysis (ABSA) has
attracted broad attention due to its commer-
cial value. Natural Language Generation-based
(NLG) approaches dominate the recent ad-
vance in ABSA tasks. However, current NLG
practices are inefficient because most of them
directly employ an autoregressive generation
framework that cannot efficiently generate loca-
tion information and semantic representations
of ABSA targets. In this paper, we propose
a novel framework, namely Efficient Hybrid
Generation (EHG) to revolutionize traditions.
Specifically, we leverage an Efficient Hybrid
Transformer to generate the location and se-
mantic information of ABSA targets in parallel.
Besides, we design a novel global hybrid loss
function in combination with bipartite match-
ing to achieve end-to-end model training. Ex-
tensive experiments demonstrate that our pro-
posed EHG framework greatly improves the
efficiency of NLG-based methods and outper-
forms the competitive baselines in almost all
cases.

1 Introduction

Aspect-based sentiment analysis (ABSA) enjoys
broad commercial value, e.g., analyzing customer’s
opinions through review data to improve products.
ABSA consists of four basic sentiment elements,
including aspect term, opinion term, aspect cate-
gory and sentiment polarity. Illustrated in Fig. 1,
the aspect terms a1, a2 in the sentence belong to
the aspect categories c1, c2 , respectively, and their
corresponding opinion terms are o1, o2 , with senti-
ment polarity s1, s2. For simplicity, we name the
aspect term and opinion term as sentiment entities
(SE), and the aspect category and sentiment polar-
ity as sentiment abstractions (SA). The majority
of ABSA subtasks utilize sentences as input and
the combination of SE and SA as output, so we
define the output set of all ABSA subtasks as sen-
timent tuples (ST). Fig. 1 shows all the subtasks

Sentence: The food is delicious, but the service is not good
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Aspect Term Extraction(AE): Extracting all the aspect terms

Opinion Term Extraction(OE): Extracting all the opinion terms 

Aspect Term Extraction and Sentiment Classification(AESC):
Extracting all aspect terms and their corresponding sentiment polarity 

Aspect Opinion Pair Extraction (AOPE):
Extracting all aspect terms and their corresponding opinion terms

Aspect Sentiment Triplet Extraction (ASTE):
Extracting all aspect terms and their corresponding opinion terms 
and sentiment polarity

Target Aspect Sentiment Detection (TASD):
Extracting all aspect terms and their corresponding aspect categories 
and sentiment polarity
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Figure 1: The six ABSA subtasks studied in this
work, where a1=food, a2=service, c1=food quality,
c2=service general, o1=delicious, o2=not good,
s1=positive, s2=negative.

studied in this work.
Natural Language Understanding (NLU) based

approaches were utilized in early research for mod-
eling ABSA problems. The Two stage pipeline, i.e.,
using a sequence tagging model to extract SE, then
using a classification model to distinguish SA (Li
and Lam, 2017; Ma et al., 2017; Xue and Li, 2018;
Fan et al., 2019), ignored the semantics of the la-
bels and propagated error in a not end-to-end man-
ner. Besides, unique end-to-end NLU variants were
proposed to enhance the information interaction
between elements within ST, however, these ap-
proaches suffered from complex model design and
were not generic for different ABSA subtasks.

Natural Language Generation (NLG) based ap-
proaches model the ABSA tasks uniformly as
sequence-to-sequence generation tasks (Zhang
et al., 2021b; Yan et al., 2021; Zhang et al., 2021a;
Mao et al., 2022) and have dominated the recent
advance in ABSA tasks. Specifically, the sequence-
to-sequence generation framework can adapt to
multiple ABSA subtasks simultaneously without
additional architectural design, and the autoregres-
sive generation mode (Neal, 1992) can naturally



include information interaction of elements within
ST. Despite the superior performance of NLG-
based approaches, the autoregressive generation
also renders NLG-based methods time inefficient
in generating multiple sets of STs. Besides, exist-
ing NLG-based methods fail to adequately coor-
dinate the semantic representation of STs and the
positioning of SEs when generating results.

In this paper, we propose an Efficient Hybrid
Generation framework EHG to generate seman-
tic representations of multiple STs in parallel and
simultaneously output the location information of
SEs corresponding to each ST. EHG is composed of
two modules: Efficient Hybrid Transformer (EHT)
and Entity Correction Module (ECM). For EHT,
inspired by DETR (Carion et al., 2020), we use
a fixed number of object queries to detect STs in
sentences in parallel and locate the corresponding
SE. Further, we pass object queries that detect ST
(obtained by Filter or Matcher), through the Semi-
Autoregressive Generator to generate semantic rep-
resentations of the corresponding ST. In addition
we propose a novel global hybrid loss function
in combination with bipartite matching named hy-
brid Hungarian loss, to achieve end-to-end model
training. For ECM, we normalize the location in-
formation of the corresponding SEs based on the
input text and the semantic representation of each
ST generated. The contributions of this paper are
summarized as below.

• We propose a novel and Efficient Hybrid Gen-
eration framework that generates semantic
representations of STs and simultaneously lo-
cates the SEs within them.

• We introduce a fixed number of object queries
to detect and decode multiple sentiment tu-
ples in parallel, which greatly improves the
efficiency of current generation methods.

• We propose a novel hybrid Hungarian loss
function that allows our Efficient Hybrid
Transformer to be trained end-to-end.

Experimental results demonstrate that our proposed
EHG achieves the state-of-art performance in al-
most all datasets on the six ABSA subtasks and
outperforms existing NLG-based methods in terms
of inference efficiency.

2 Related Work

In this section, we summarize the existing NLU-
based and NLG-based approaches for aspect-based
sentiment analysis.

2.1 NLU-based ABSA

For NLU-based methods, early work was often de-
voted to solving simple problems. For example,
extracting SEs or classifying the sentiment polar-
ity for a given aspect (Tang et al., 2015; Xu et al.,
2018; Li et al., 2018; Wang et al., 2016). Among
them, the vast majority defined the extraction of
SEs as a sequence tagging problem (Huang et al.,
2015) and the determination SAs as a classifica-
tion problem. However, this approach ignores the
information interaction of the elements within ST
and makes the errors cumulative. Recently, much
work has been devoted to solving complex multi-
objective problems (ASTE (Zhang et al., 2015; Li
et al., 2019; Mitchell et al., 2013), TASD(Wan et al.,
2020), AOPE (Zhao et al., 2020; Chen et al., 2020)),
such as predicting multiple elements simultane-
ously. Some of these works use the idea of pipeline
to solve the extraction of SEs and the classifica-
tion of SAs in stages (Peng et al., 2020; Mao et al.,
2021). There are also some recent approaches that
attempt to introduce interactions between multiple
elements in the ST during inference to achieve end-
to-end multi-objective modeling (Xu et al., 2021,
2020; Ma et al., 2018). However, this approach
usually requires complex model design and is not
generic for different ABSA subtasks.

2.2 NLG-based ABSA

Generation frameworks are increasingly used in
NLP due to their powerful generality and rich pre-
trained models (PTMs) (Sutskever et al., 2014; Cho
et al., 2014; Radford et al., 2018; Shao et al., 2021).
There has been some recent work using NLG-based
approaches to solve ABSA problems. Yan et al.
(2021) use BART (Lewis et al., 2019) to receive
sentence input and generate STs directly autore-
gressively, where SEs are represented using loca-
tion indexes. More directly, Zhang et al. (2021b,a);
Mao et al. (2022) used T5 to generate semantic
representations of STs, and in addition, to locate
the location of SEs, Zhang et al. (2021b) addition-
ally proposed an Annotation pattern to insert STs
to the original sentences. Although the NLG-based
approach can model multiple ABSA subtasks in a
unified framework, the above two methods share
the common problem that the efficiency of the gen-
eration will be greatly reduced when there are mul-
tiple sets of STs on the input in the autoregressive
framework. In addition, for the direct output of the
SE index, although it can locate entity locations,
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Figure 2: Efficient Hybrid Generation Framework. 1) the input sentence is directly passed through the Efficient
Hybrid Transformer to generate a set of STs in parallel and locate the corresponding SEs. Specifically, a fixed
number of learnable embeddings, called object queries, will be fed into the Sentiment Tuple Detector along with the
input, and each object queries will focus on capturing an ST and locating the SE in it. The output of the Sentiment
Tuple Detector will then be passed through a Filter (for training, it’s Matcher) to remove the part of the ST that is
not detected. Finally, the output of the Filter will be fed to the Semi-Autoregressive Generator to generate multiple
STs in parallel. 2) the SE location information will be combined with the input and the corresponding ST to get the
corrected SE index by Entity Correction Module.

this approach is not intuitive enough compared to
directly generating semantic representations, and
still requires additional design for scenarios that
require the extraction of aspect categories, such as
TASD. For the direct generation of semantic repre-
sentations, it is impossible to locate the location of
SEs accurately (the same SE may appear multiple
times in the input), and although the Annotation
pattern is proposed, the operation of inserting senti-
ment tuples to the input makes the generated results
very redundant, which amplifies the problem of au-
toregressive inefficiency.

3 Methodology

Our proposed Efficient Hybrid Generation Frame-
work is depicted in detail in Fig. 2. Since the output
of all six ABSA subtasks contains the part of SEs,
they can be described under a unified framework.
To facilitate the description, this section expands on
AESC as an example, first introducing the task def-
inition, and then Efficient Hybrid Transformer and
Entity Correction Module, are described in detail.

3.1 Problem Formulation
As discussed above, the proposed framework con-
tains two parts of output, which are the semantic
representation of multiple STs and the location of
the corresponding SEs. Specifically, the proposed
framework supports a fixed maximum number M
of outputs, where M is set to be much larger than
the number of STs generally present in the sen-
tence. Here we denote aspect term, opinion term,
aspect category, sentiment polarity, sentiment en-
tity, sentiment abstraction and sentiment tuple as

a, o, c, s, se, sa and st respectively, and define
X = {xi}Ni=1 to represent an input text of length
N , Lhybrid(·) represents the proposed hybrid Hun-
garian loss function. We use hat “ ∗, ∗̂ ” to distin-
guish between model output and ground truth, then
the problem is defined as follows,

argmin

M∑
j=1

Lhybrid[(d
se
j , ystj ), (d̂sej , ŷstj )] (1)

where dsej and ystj represent the detection result
and semantic representation of the j-th ST, respec-
tively. Specifically, dsej = (cstj , idxj) where cstj is
the class label of the ST and there are only two
classes representing the presence or absence of the
ST respectively. The idxj is defined as the index
range of the SE in the j-th ST normalized in the sen-
tence, and we set idxj = [−1,−1] when cstj = ⊘
represents the absence of the ST.

Furthermore, since the outputs of different
ABSA subtasks may contain different SEs, we de-
scribe the idxj corresponding to the different sub-
tasks as follows:

idxj =


(idxaj ), [AE,AESC, TASD],

(idxoj), [OE],

(idxaj , idx
o
j), [AOPE,ASTE],

where idxaj = [0, 1]2 and idxoj = [0, 1]2 represent
the position indices of aj and oj respectively.

3.2 Efficient Hybrid Transformer

Efficient Hybrid Transformer contains two main
components, Sentiment Tuple Detector, which de-
tects the STs in X , and Semi-Autoregressive Gener-
ator, which generates a semantic representation for
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Figure 3: Inference details of Efficient Hybrid Transformer under AESC.

each detected ST, the details are shown in Fig. 3. It
is worth mentioning that our EHT uses an asymmet-
ric inference and training process, the difference
between the two is that Filter is used for inference
and Matcher is used for training.

3.2.1 Sentiment Tuple Detector

Inspired by DETR, we define mining STs in sen-
tences as an object detection problem. Specifi-
cally, we detect the presence of STs and then locate
the corresponding SEs in X . The Sentiment Tu-
ple Detector utilizes the conventional transformer
encoder-decoder architecture (Vaswani et al., 2017)
, a setup that is convenient to extend to any similar
pre-trained model (Qiu et al., 2020; Peters et al.,
2018; Devlin et al., 2018; Raffel et al., 2019; Song
et al., 2019), and in this paper we directly use the
encoder and decoder of the pre-trained T5 model.

The input text X is vectorized and passed
through the encoder to obtain the encoded D-
dimensional hidden variable H ∈ RN×D. This
process can be described in the following form:

H = T5Encoder(Embed(X)), (2)

where Embed(X) ∈ RN×D, represents the vector-
ized X .

Different from the original autoregressive de-
coder, the decoder of the Sentiment Tuple Detector
decodes M objects in parallel. Similar to DETR,
we use M learnable embeddings qstin ∈ RM×D,
called object queries, as input to the decoder to gen-
erate output embeddings qstout ∈ RM×D through
global self-attention and cross-attention with H .

qstout = T5Decoder(qstin, H), (3)

The output embedding qstout finally outputs the class
labels of the STs and the location coordinates of
the corresponding SEs independently through the
linear projection layer and the feed-forward neural
network, respectively.

ĉst = Softmax(MLP (qstout)),

îdx
a
=FFNa(q

st
out), îdx

o
= FFNo(q

st
out),

(4)

where ĉst = {ĉstj }Mj=1,∈ RM×2 is the class vec-
tor of the ST (here only two classes are present
and absent). îdx

a
= {îdx

a

j}Mj=1,∈ RM×2 and

îdx
o
= {îdx

o

j}Mj=1,∈ RM×2 are generated by two
3-layer feed-forward neural networks (FFN ) with
ReLU activation function and hidden dimension D,
representing the normalized position coordinates
of a and o, respectively. Since different ABSA sub-
tasks contain different SEs in their outputs, FFNa

and FFNo are set according to the actual needs,
and in the case of ASEC, only FFNa is used to
generate îdx

a
.

3.2.2 Filter
The role of the Filter in inference is 2-fold, firstly
filtering out the output of the Sentiment Tuple De-
tector; secondly the corresponding qstout of detected
ST need to be fed into the Semi-Autoregressive
Generator to decode the semantic representation
of STs. The process can be expressed as follows.

d̂seĉst ̸=⊘, q
st
out,ĉst ̸=⊘ = Filter(D̂se, qstout), (5)

3.2.3 Semi-Autoregressive Generator
The semi-autoregressive decoder aims to decode
the detected STs in parallel. Different from
traditional autoregressive decoding, our semi-



autoregressive decoder uses qstout,ĉst ̸=⊘ as the em-
bedding of the starting token for each ST and then
performs autoregressive decoding separately. For
the s-th ST, we use qstout,s,ĉst ̸=⊘ as the starting em-
bedding, then the autoregressive decoding process
can be expressed as:

hds,0 = qstout,s,ĉst ̸=⊘

hds,t = T5Decoder(He, hds,t−1)

sts,t = Softmax(MLP (hds,t))

(6)

where hds,t ∈ RD is the decoder output of step t
of the s-th ST, and sts,t is the corresponding to-
ken representation, which is generated by a linear
projection layer that immediately follows softmax.

Besides Decoder in the Semi-Autoregressive
Generator shares parameters with the Decoder in
the Sentiment Tuple Detector, which allows our
model to maintain almost the same number of pa-
rameters as the original T5.

3.2.4 Matcher
For model training, we need to know the corre-
spondence between a fixed number of M outputs
and the ground truth in order to calculate the loss.
Thus we use the Hungarian algorithm (Kuhn, 1955)
to obtain the optimal bipartite matching between
model outputs and the ground truth, and then cal-
culate the loss for the completed matched outputs
and the ground truth to train the model, this part
focuses on the matching process.

We define ϕ ∈ ΦM as all possible mapping con-
nections between the ground truth and the model
outputs, and Lmatch as the matching loss function
under the given mapping condition, then the ob-
jective function for finding the optimal mapping
ϕoptimal is as follows.

ϕoptimal = argmin
ϕ∈ΦM

M∑
j=1

Lmatch(d
se
j , d̂seϕ(j)) (7)

Since we assume that M is greater than the number
of STs in the actual input, we use ⊘ to padding
each ground truth dse that is less than M . In Eq. 7,
the index of d̂se is mapped by ϕoptimal such that
Lmatch is minimized. For Lmatch, we consider two
components which are class cost Lcls and location
cost Lidx, as follows.

Lmatch = λclsLcls + λidxLidx (8)

Lcls = −
M∑
j=1

(p̂ϕ(j)(c
st
j ))cstj ̸=⊘ (9)

Lidx =

M∑
j=1

(∥idxj − îdxϕ(j)∥1)cstj ̸=⊘ (10)

where λcls and λidx are hyperparameters, p̂ϕ(j)(cstj )
and idxϕ(j) represents the probability of class cj
and normalized index of SEs with index ϕ(i), re-
spectively. At this point, we have completed the
matching between the model output and the ground
truth without any gradient computation, but the
accurate matching is very important for the subse-
quent loss calculation, as discussed later.

3.2.5 Loss
To enable end-to-end training of the EHT, we pro-
pose a hybrid Hungarian loss Lhybrid, which con-
siders both the detection loss Ldet and the gener-
ation loss Lgen under a given optimal matching
ϕoptimal.

Lhybrid = Ldet + µgenLgen

Ldet = µcls

M∑
j=1

[−log(p̂ϕoptimal(j)(c
st
j ))+

µidx(∥idxj − îdxϕoptimal(j)∥1)cstj ̸=⊘]

Lgen =
M∑
j=1

(
∑
t=1

−log(p̂ϕoptimal(j)(stj,t)))cstj ̸=⊘

where ϕoptimal is obtained in Matcher, µcls, µidx

and µgen are hyperparameters. For Ldet, the differ-
ence with Eq. 9 is that we use the standard cross-
entropy loss and consider the part of cstj ̸= ⊘ into
the classification loss as well, which reduces the
redundant detections, as will be shown in the exper-
imental section. For Lgen, we simply computed the
negative log-likelihood loss of the ST generated
by the matched qstout,ĉst ̸=⊘ with the ground truth
ST. Thus we jointly optimize Ldet and Lgen for
end-to-end training.

3.3 Entity Correction Module
In computer vision, object detection is not required
to output the exact pixel coordinates because the
images have redundant information, but for ABSA,
inaccurate detection of SEs is unacceptable. To
solve this problem, we propose an Entity Correc-
tion Module that corrects the detections of SEs
by combining the input text and the output of the
Semi-Autoregressive Generator.

First, we define SEs in the s-th ST of the model
output as ŝes ∈ ŝts and the corresponding detec-
tion result as îdxs, then we have the following



Algorithm 1 Entity Correction Module

1: N = len(X); res = îdxs
2: Meanidx = Int(mean(îdxs))
3: s, e = ŝts[0], ŝts[−1]
4: L, R = Meanidx;w = len(ŝts))
5: while True do
6: if x[L]==s and x[L : L+w]==ŝts then
7: res← (L,L+w); berak
8: else if x[R]==e and x[R-w+1 : R+1]==ŝts

then
9: res← (R-w+1, R); berak

10: else if L==0 and R==N -1 then
11: berak
12: else
13: L = max(0, L-1);

R = min(N -1, R+1);
14: end if
15: end while
16: return res

algorithm.

In Algorithm 1, Meanidx represents the mid-
point of îdxs rounded down. The essence of
the whole algorithm is to consider the midpoint
Meanidx as a fuzzy detection, and then use
Meanidx to initialize two pointers in the input X
to search for the nearest SE forward and backward
respectively, and finally return the original detec-
tion îdxs if there is no match.

4 Experiments

4.1 Datasets

We evaluate our EHG framework on four bench-
mark datasets Laptop14, Rest14, Rest15, and
Rest16 that are publicly available in SemEval 2014,
2015 and 2016 (Pontiki et al., 2014, 2015, 2016).
We use multiple publicly available datasets derived
from the original dataset to respond to different
ABSA subtasks, and these derived datasets are of-
ten additionally annotated. Specifically, we used
the dataset D17 provided by Wang et al. (2017)
to evaluate the AE and OE; the dataset D19 pro-
vided by Peng et al. (2020) to evaluate the AOPE
and AESC; the dataset D20a provided by Xu et al.
(2020) to evaluate the ASTE task; and the dataset
D20b provided by Wan et al. (2020) to evaluate the
TASD task.

Model
Rest14 Rest15 Laptop14

AE OE AE OE AE OE
IMN-BERT 84.06 85.10 69.9 73.29 77.55 81.0
RACL-BERT 86.38 87.18 73.99 76.0 81.79 79.72
Dual-MRC 86.6 - 75.08 - 82.51 -
SPAN-BERT 86.71 - 74.63 - 82.34 -
Gen-idx 87.07 87.29 75.48 76.49 83.52 77.86
EHG(Ours) 87.43 88.87 79.41 82.72 85.32 84.42

Table 1: Comparison of F1 scores for AE and OE. All
comparison results are from Yan et al. (2021). Bolded
fonts for the best performance and underlined fonts for
the second-best performance.

4.2 Metrics
We use precision(P), recall (R) and F1 scores to
evaluate for all experiments, where a correct pre-
diction is considered when and only when the ST
is exactly the same as the ground truth.

4.3 Experiment Setup
In order to maintain a similar number of parameters
as existing methods, the encoder and decoders in
the proposed EHT are derived from the encoder and
decoder of T5 base model. Since all T5 decoders
in EHT are parameter shared, we have almost the
same number of parameters as the original T51.
It is worth mentioning that our EHT is based on
the T5 model implementation of the huggingface
Transformer library2.

For the different ABSA subtasks, we used a
similar experimental setup. We use the AdamW
(Loshchilov and Hutter, 2018) optimizer to train the
EHT with a learning rate of 3e-4 and a batch size
of 2 and a cumulative gradient every two batches,
and all Transformers are initialized using a pre-
trained T5-base. We train all datasets with 16 ob-
ject queries (M=16), a setting larger than the maxi-
mum number of sentiment tuples in all datasets for
a single sentence. We set λcls=2, λidx=1, µcls=0.75
and µidx=1.5 for all ABSA subtasks. In addition,
for µgen, we set 1.5 for AE, OE and AOPE, 1.25
for ASTE, 1 for AESC, and 0.75 TASD. All train-
ing processes are performed on an ml.p3.2xlarge
instance of Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud, which
includes an NVIDIA Tesla V100 (16G) GPU.

4.4 Competitive Baselines
To demonstrate the superiority of our proposed
EHG framework, we compare multiple SOTA

1Compared to T5-base, which has about 222M parameters,
our EHT has about 223M parameters.

2https://github.com/huggingface/transformers

https://github.com/huggingface/transformers


Models R14 R15 R16 L14
Li-unified+† 51.0 47.82 44.31 42.34
Two-stage† 51.46 52.32 54.21 42.87
JET-BERT† 62.40 57.53 63.83 51.04
Gen-idx† 65.25 59.26 67.62 58.69
GAS-R∗ 70.52 60.23 69.05 58.19
GAS-Para∗ 72.03 62.56 71.70 61.13
EHG(Ours) 70.13 62.71 70.17 60.8
EHG-Para(Ours) 71.82 63.58 72.35 61.53

Table 2: F1 results for ASTE task. The comparison
results with “†” are retrieved from Yan et al. (2021), and
result with “∗” is from Zhang et al. (2021a). Bolded
fonts for the best performance and underlined fonts for
the second-best performance.

methods for six ABSA subtasks, including NLG-
based methods Gen-idx (Yan et al., 2021), GAS-R
(Zhang et al., 2021b) and GAS-Para (Zhang et al.,
2021a). In addition, for fairness, all NLG-based
methods do not use prediction normalization in
GAS-R (Zhang et al., 2021b). For NLU-based
methods, IMN-BERT (He et al., 2019), RACL-
BERT (Chen and Qian, 2020), SPAN-BERT (Hu
et al., 2019), Jet+BERT (Xu et al., 2020), Peng-
two-stage (Peng et al., 2020), Li-unified-R (Li et al.,
2019), Dual-MRC (Mao et al., 2021), SDRN (Chen
et al., 2020), TAS (Wan et al., 2020) and Baseline
(Brun and Nikoulina, 2018) are selected for com-
parison.

The performance: Tables 1, 2, 3, 4 show the
main comparison results for AE, OE, ASTE, AOPE,
AESC, and TASD, respectively. It is worth men-
tioning that the proposed method achieves the best
F1 score in all cases except for AOPE and ASTE
on the Rest14 dataset, and TASD on the Rest15
dataset. In addition, for ASTE and TASD, we
also combine EHG with GAS-Para to further im-
prove the performance while maintaining the ad-
vantages of the original EHG inference efficiency
(EHG-Para), which fully demonstrates that the pro-
posed method can be easily combined with exist-
ing NLG-based methods, each taking advantage of
the other. Finally, we found that all NLG-based
methods achieved stronger performance on ASTE,
AOPE, AESC, and TASD tasks compared to NLU-
based methods, demonstrating that the semantic
interactions within ST tend to be more effective.

Inference efficiency: To demonstrate the speed
advantage of the proposed method, we compared
the generation speed and generation quality of the
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Figure 4: Comparison of the generation speed and gen-
eration quality of different NLG-based methods, where
the bar chart corresponds to the F1 scores on the right
and the line chart corresponds to the inference time on
the left.

ASTE task on the Rest16 dataset for different NLG-
based methods. As shown in Fig. 4, where the hor-
izontal coordinate represents the number of STs
generated in a single inference, the left vertical
coordinate represents the average time to generate
different numbers of STs and the right vertical coor-
dinate represents the F1 corresponding to different
NLG-based methods for different number of STs
in ground truth. It can be clearly found that the
inference time of the proposed method is indepen-
dent of the number of generated STs, but depends
only on the longest ST generated in parallel, and
that the quality of generation does not decrease for
different numbers of STs, but is relatively better
among the three methods (highest in 1, 3, and 5).
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Figure 5: Visualizing the location distribution of senti-
ment entities detected by the first four object queries on
the rest16 test set under the TASD task.

4.5 Analysis and Ablation Studies
To better understand the proposed framework, we
visualize the location distribution of SEs (aspect



Model
Rest14 Rest15 Rest16 Laptop14

AOPE AESC AOPE AESC AOPE AESC AOPE AESC
Li-unified+† 55.34 73.79 56.85 64.95 53.75 70.20 52.56 63.38
Two-stage† 56.10 74.19 56.23 65.79 60.04 71.73 53.85 62.34
Dual-MRC† 74.93 76.57 64.97 65.14 75.71 70.84 63.37 64.59
CMLA+† 48.95 70.62 44.60 53.60 50.00 61.20 44.10 56.90
Gen-idx‡ 77.68 78.47 67.98 69.95 77.38 75.69 66.11 68.17
GAS-R 77.75 79.06 68.46 68.82 76.63 75.73 66.25 65.87
EHG(Ours) 77.17 79.32 69.11 70.04 78.19 77.12 69.05 68.48

Table 3: Comparison of F1 scores for AOPE and AESC. The comparison results with “†” are retrieved from Mao
et al. (2021), and result with “‡” is from Yan et al. (2021). Bolded fonts for the best performance and underlined
fonts for the second-best performance.

Model Rest15 Rest16
Baseline - 38.10
TAS-LPM 54.76 64.66
TAS-SW-CRF 57.51 65.89
TAS-SW-TO 58.09 65.44
GAS-R 60.63 68.31
GAS-Para 63.06 71.97
EHG(Ours) 60.56 68.56
EHG-Para(Ours) 62.83 72.09

Table 4: Comparison of F1 scores for TASD. All com-
parison results are from Zhang et al. (2021a). Bolded
fonts for the best performance and underlined fonts for
the second-best performance.

terms) generated from the first four object queries
in the Rest16 test set under the TASD task. As
shown in Figure 5, it can be found that different
object queries have different location preferences
and focus on capturing SEs in different locations.

M µgen TASD AESC ASTE AOPE
16 0.75 68.56 76.33 67.87 75.73
16 1 66.13 77.12 66.22 74.97
16 1.25 67.32 75.03 70.02 75.50
16 1.5 67.15 74.33 67.17 78.19
8 1 66.87 76.16 68.09 75.86
16 1 66.13 77.12 66.22 74.97
32 1 63.59 74.64 66.79 66.91

Table 5: Comparing the effects of different µgen and M
for different ABSA subtasks.

To evaluate the impact of different µgen and M
settings on different ABSA subtasks, we trained
multiple models for the ablation study. All experi-
ments occurred on the Rest16 dataset, as shown in

Table 5. It can be found that the effect of differ-
ent µgen is different for different subtasks, where
TASD performs best at µgen=0.75, AESC performs
best at µgen=1, ASTE performs best at µgen=1 and
AOPE performs best at µgen=1.5. From this we
conclude that as the proportion of SA in ST in-
creases, µgen needs to be smaller to obtain better
performance. The reason for this phenomenon we
believe is that since SAs are usually composed of
a small fixed number of words, it is relatively sim-
ple for the model to learn the mapping of different
SEs to SAs, while the diversity of SEs is greatly
increased, which again makes it relatively difficult
to generate SEs. For M , we found that all ABSA
subtasks performed best when M was set to 8 or
16, and the performance decreased when M was set
to 32. Moreover, through data analysis, we found
that the average number of STs per sentence in all
datasets is about 1.6, and thus we believe that set-
ting M far beyond the actual number of STs is not
conducive to model training.

4.6 Error Analysis

To explore the behavior of EHG more intuitively,
we performed an error analysis. Specifically, we
verified the actual performance of the ASTE task
in the test set of Rest16.

First, we find that the largest percentage of pre-
diction errors is caused by the prediction errors
of the opinion term, which accounts for about 50
percent of all errors. As in Example 2 in Figure
6., in many cases we find that EHG has a mislo-
calization of the opinion term, which often occurs
after "and", which we believe is related to the semi-
autoregressive decoding. In Example 2, the aspect
terms before and after "and" point to a same opin-
ion term, but since the decoding of "server" and



Example 1
Sentence: Portions was just enough for me, but may not be for a big eater.
Gold Lable: (Portions , enough , neutral)
Prediction: (Portions , enough , positive)

Example 2
Sentence: While I could have done without the youth who shared the evening with us, our wonderful server and food made the experience a very positive one.
Gold Lable: (server , wonderful , positive); (food , wonderful , positive)
Prediction: (server , wonderful , positive); (food , positive , positive)

Example 3
Sentence: My friend enjoyed the grilled Alaskan King Salmon with delectable creamed Washington russet potatoes and crisp green beans.
Gold Lable: (grilled Alaskan King Salmon , enjoyed , positive); (creamed Washington russet potatoes , delectable , positive); (green beans , crisp , positive)
Prediction: (grilled Alaskan King Salmon , enjoyed , positive); (creamed Washington russet potatoes , delectable ,positive); (green beans , crisp , positive)

Figure 6: Examples containing the input sentence, gold label and predicted.

"food" by EHG is independent, the relationship be-
tween them is difficult to be captured. This is also
a part worth optimizing in the future.

Second, we found that EHG is error-prone for
neutral sentiment mining, which is of course a
common problem of many current ABSA meth-
ods. We believe that this is a contradictory point
in the ABSA problem, as positive or negative sen-
timent polarity is often highly correlated with the
opinion term, while neutral sentiment polarity often
requires the understanding of the whole sentence.
However, the model tends to learn the correspon-
dence between opinion term and sentiment polarity
while ignoring the semantics of the whole sentence
during training, which is also worthy of deeper
investigation by researchers.

Finally, since EHG uses different object queries
to capture different sentiment tuples, it is better at
gaining advantages in the extraction of multiple
sentiment tuples, as demonstrated by Example 3
in Figure 6 as well as Figure 4.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we propose a novel Efficient Hybrid
Generation framework to model various ABSA sub-
tasks. Specifically, we propose an Efficient Hybrid
Transformer to generate sentiment tuples in par-
allel and simultaneously locate the corresponding
sentiment entities. Moreover, we propose a hy-
brid Hungarian loss to achieve end-to-end model
training. Finally, we propose an entity correction
module to normalize the location information of
sentiment entities. Extensive experiments demon-
strate that our proposed EHG framework achieves
competitive results while maintaining efficient in-
ference.

6 Limitations

Although our proposed framework can generate
semantic representations of sentiment tuples and

the corresponding sentiment entity detection in par-
allel, there are still some limitations.

First, for the case where the input sentence con-
tains only one set of sentiment tuples, our frame-
work does not have a speed advantage over other
NLG-based approaches, due to the fact that the ef-
ficiency of the proposed framework is based on the
parallel generation of multiple sets of sentiment
tuples.

In addition, the convergence speed of the pro-
posed framework is slower than other NLG-based
methods, and in all experiments we find that the
convergence speed is positively related to the num-
ber of object queries, specifically, the average num-
ber of convergence epochs is 35 when the number
of object queries is set to 8 and 45 when the number
of object queries is set to 16.
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A Appendix

A.1 Hyperparametric ablation studies

As described in the previous section, the proposed
framework has five hyperparameters λcls, λidx,
µcls, µidx and µgen. Among them, µgen has been
discussed in 4.5, and the ablation experiments of
the remaining hyperparameters are released here.
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Figure 7: F1 scores under
different λcls settings.
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Figure 8: F1 scores under
different µcls settings.
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Figure 9: F1 scores under
different λidx settings.
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Figure 10: F1 scores under
different µidx settings.

To facilitate the adjustment, we fixed all the re-
maining hyperparameters to 1 when adjusting a
particular hyperparameter, and we set M=8 for
all experiments in order to obtain results quickly.
All experiments occurred in the ASTE task on
the Rest15 dataset. Figures 7, 8, 9, 10 show the
curves of F1 variation with λcls, µcls, λidx and µidx,
respectively, from which we use λcls=2, λidx=1,
µcls=0.75 and µidx=1.5 for all experiments.

A.2 Training details

Subtask Rest14 Rest15 Rest16 Laptop14
AE 40 40 - 40
OE 40 40 - 40
ASTE 50 45 50 40
AOPE 50 55 55 50
AESC 45 45 45 45
TASD - 40 55 -

Table 6: Training epochs of EHT under different ABSA
subtasks and different datasets.

Since our comparison experiments consist of
multiple versions of the same dataset, we give the
number of training rounds for all ABSA subtasks

under different datasets, which can be found in
Table 6.


